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A SUMMARY OF THE 
LAW OF CONTRACTS 

C.C. Langdell† 

It is easy to find broad-minded law professors who deplore narrow-
minded law professors who deplore commercial outlines. It is not so 
easy to find a broad-minded law professor who identifies by name even 
one of those narrow-minded law professors. Try, for example, hopping 
on Westlaw, plugging in searches of this sort – commercial /5 outline! 
and law /5 student! – and finding yourself the names of some narrow-
minded law professors who reject commercial outlines outright. We 
couldn’t, but if you can, please do let us know. (We would, of course, 
also be happy to hear from law professors willing to appear on a pub-
lished list of those who favor the banning of commercial outlines from 
law schools.) It is, however, easy to find law professors – with names 
attached – who produce both casebooks and the associated commer-
cial outlines. When in law school, one of us especially liked Jesse 
Dukeminier’s property casebook1-outline2 combo. But the greatest is 
the first: Harvard Law Dean C.C. Langdell wrote several influential 
law texts during the 1870s and ’80s, including our favorite, A Summary 
of the Law of Contracts. Any law student would recognize it as a com-
mercial outline. On the next few pages we reproduce, with fondness 
and respect, the front matter of A Summary. 

– The Editors  

                                                                                                                            
† Christopher Columbus Langdell (1826-1906) was dean of the Harvard Law School from 1870 to 

1895, where he practiced and championed the “case method” of instruction and the use of associated 
textbooks that came to be called, of course, “casebooks.” 

1 Little, Brown & Co. (1990). 
2 Gilbert Law Summaries (1991). 
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Christopher Columbus Langdell (circa 1889). 
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